Wall Decal (with Transfer Tape)
Installation Instructions

How to install your
Eazywallz wall decal (with Transfer Tape)?
Before you begin:
Do not apply on textured walls. Only apply on a flat,
smooth and clean surface.

What you might need:
A trimming tool (Xacto knife).
A rubber or soft squeegee.

If the surface has been freshly painted, please wait at
least 1 week for the paint to fully cure. Bubbles can occur if the paint is still outgassing/flashing off.

A short ladder or step stool.

Installation is recommended no longer than 2 weeks
after receipt. No warranty will be valid if installation is
past 4 weeks.

Scissors.

A dry cloth.

STEP 1: PREP YOUR WALL
Wash off any dirt, hair, dust or residue from old wallpaper with a DRY cloth. A clean wall will help the adhesive on your wall decal to keep
its stickiness if repositioning is required.

STEP 2: GETTING READY
Your wall graphic comes in 3 layers. At the top is the transfer tape, in the middle the wall decal itself and at the bottom is the backing
paper. Lay your wall decal on a table or on a clean, hard floor, with the transfer tape side up. If you think the wall decal is bigger than
you can handle, ask a friend to help you! Gently but firmly rub over the transfer tape with your hand, squeegee or credit card. This step will
help your decal stick to the transfer tape.

STEP 3: PEEL IT!
Gently peel the transfer tape away from the backing paper by rolling it. The wall decal should automatically follow by sticking to the transfer tape. If you notice that the decal doesn’t stick to the transfer tape and stays on its backing paper, stop peeling. Roll the transfer tape
back a bit & repress the decal onto it. Then try again.

STEP 4: STICK IT!
Choose the best spot on your wall. Be prepared to stick your wall decal straight the first time. Once installed, more intricate designs may
be difficult to adjust.
Stick the first few inches across the top of the transfer tape (with the wall decal) onto the wall. Then, apply the rest of the decal by gradually
rubbing it a few inches at a time, with your hand, squeegee or credit card.

STEP 5: REMOVE THE TRANSFER TAPE
Your wall decal should now be applied to your wall, but still with its transfer tape. Grab a corner of the transfer tape. Gently and slowly
peel it away, by keeping it as parallel and as close as possible to the wall. The wall decal should remain sticking to the wall.
If you notice the wall decal sticking to the transfer tape instead of the wall, simply stop pulling. Roll back a bit and repress the transfer
tape (with the decal) onto the wall, then try again.
That’s it! You just created a beautiful wall decor in just minutes. Now you can relax and enjoy your wall decal!
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